
 
 

  

Listening Taster 
 
 

Why focus on Listening? 
The power of listening has now been verified through neuroscience experimentation

1
.  When we are 

truly listened to and allowed to speak without interruption we feel appreciated, and serotonin is 
released into the higher functioning part of the brain enabling us to be creative and free thinking.  
Interruptions trigger the ancient part of the brain – fight or flight – and cortisol is released which 
reduces our ability to think openly and efficiently.  In psychology, person-centred approaches
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 attest 

to the power and impact of being listened to, with ‘being heard’ potentially curative without other 
intervention.    
 
Listening is often thought of as hearing spoken words.  We are able to express only a small fraction 
of our thoughts and feelings through the words we utter, so that listeners must be open to the intent, 
emotion and possible array of meanings ‘below’ the words in order to fully hear.  Various models
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describe listening at different levels, but all assert the complexity of listening. 
 
And yet, until recently, children were rarely taught to listen, but instead learned how to question and 
challenge others’ words.  A simple experiment demonstrates the power of listening:  ask a listener to 
hear a speaker with the intention of understanding and the effect for both parties is positively 
different from asking the listener to listen in order to respond.  Ask individuals to name a person 
whose influence was formative, and they often cite their key characteristic as an ability to listen.  
Learning to quiet our internal voices and assumptions, to give the gift of full attention, helps us to free 
those heard to release their freshest and deepest thinking, becoming more aware of thoughts and 
feelings.   
 

How do I improve my Listening? 
Recognise that to listen fully is challenging for the listener!  Your effectiveness will be influenced by 
you, the person you are listening to, and the environment of the conversation. 

 Be silent (an anagram of listen!) 

 Create environments as free as possible from extraneous noise, visual distractions or challenges 
to comfort (eg temperature, space, light) 

 Be interested and curious about the other person and what they are saying 

 Listen to understand rather than to answer or reply (be truly present and focused externally, 
rather than planning ahead and focused internally) 

 Be aware of and still your inner voice, recognising what triggers your internal dialogue, whether 
positive (eg excitement, building on the position) or negative (eg creating a counter argument or 
preparing your different view) 

 Be aware of assumptions you are holding (eg ‘This person is smarter than me’, ‘I know how to 
solve this problem’) and release them (they are not necessarily true!) 

 Be sensitive to the person’s mode of expression and whether it matches or differs from your 
own: we have preferences that are predominately visual (‘I picture it this way ...’), auditory (‘there 
are three key things I’ve heard ...’), or kinaesthetic (‘my feeling is ...’, ‘I sense that...’)  

 Listen fully by considering tone, strength of voice, word choice, what’s missing or not said, 
repeated words or phrases or images – all will give clues to the other person’s true meaning 

 If intervening, do so from interest and curiosity, and use simple questions (eg ‘what did that 
mean for you?’, ‘what were your thoughts / feelings / emotions?’) 

 Recognise that the way we communicate is determined by a host of things including personal 
preferences, cultural and gender differences, backgrounds and experience, and be sensitive to 
implications. 

 

How might effective Listening help me personally? 
Those who build their listening capabilities report a range of benefits including: 

 More efficient and effective conversations  

 A greater sense of openness and connection 

 A fuller appreciation of others’ strengths and contributions 

 Reduced levels of misunderstanding among work colleagues and between family members. 
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What ideas might I put into practice longer-term?  
As you develop your interest and skills, you may wish to consider the impact of better listening in 
groups.  Many teams implement techniques to formalise and support improved listening, ensuring 
that each person has time and space to express views on a given topic or question.   Nancy Kline
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provides a set of guidelines to ‘ignite the human mind’ in her Thinking Environment model, with the 
intent of ensuring a supportive setting in which everyone’s best thinking can emerge. 
 

How do Alliance coaches use Listening skills? 
Alliance coaches see listening as fundamental to both effective coaching and running our business.  

 We listen, while stilling our inner voices, for all aspects of what a client or colleague is 
presenting, and are confident that we will know both the appropriate timing and question or 
comment to make in response 

 We act as ‘thinking partners’ to help clients and colleagues make progress on challenging topics 

 We use ‘thinking environment’ rounds with teams and in our Alliance meetings to ensure that 
each person has a say and that others experience the value of listening and being listened to. 

How might more effective Listening help my organisation? 
Organisations that encourage effective listening have reported: 

 More in-depth analysis and better thought-through and supported ideas in meetings and team 
work  

 More effective decision-making 

 A more open, supportive, generative and non-confrontational environment 

 Healthier and less stressful working environments. 

How might I find out more? 
This is just a ‘taster’ on Listening.  There is a wealth of books, articles and blogs about the impact of 
listening and techniques to improve listening skills.  Here are some resources.  
 
Reading 

 Reference
1
: Judith Glaser (2014), Conversational Intelligence: How Great Leaders Build Trust 

and Get Extraordinary Results, Bibliomotion 

 Reference
2
: Bruce Peltier (2010), The Psychology of Executive Coaching: Theory and 

Application (2
nd

 Edn), Routledge 

 Reference
3
: Jenny Rogers (2012), Coaching Skills (3

rd
 Edn), Nicholas Brealey 

 Reference
4
: Nancy Kline (1999), Time to Think: Listening to Ignite the Human Mind, Ward Lock / 

Cassell, and (2009) More Time to Think: A Way of Being in the World, Fisher King Publishing 
 
Articles / blogs / videos / website  

 Julian Treasure, TED talk on Listening, plus related and inspiring talks from Ernesto Sirollo and 
Evelyn Glennie, from a TED ‘listen up’ playlist 
www.ted.com/talks/julian_treasure_5_ways_to_listen_better.html, 2011 
www.ted.com/talks/ernesto_sirolli_want_to_help_someone_shut_up_and_listen.html, 2012 
www.ted.com/talks/evelyn_glennie_shows_how_to_listen.html, 2003 
www.ted.com/playlists/92/listen_up.html 

 Ram Charan, 21 June 2012 
http://blogs.hbr.org/2012/06/the-discipline-of-listening/   

 Mark Goulston, 9 October 2013 
http://blogs.hbr.org/2013/10/how-to-listen-when-your-communication-styles-dont-match/  
 
 

 
This ‘topic taster’ has been produced by The Alliance, a group of experienced coaches.  Additional 
guides, support materials and case studies are available on our website.  For further information 
contact info@alliancecoaching.co.uk or call 020 7794 5841 (www.alliancecoaching.co.uk). 
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